
LRPS-2024-9189731- Water & Wastewater Repair & Supplies- WASH 

Answers to Queries 

 

Query # 1: 

*Item I308: We need to know the level and number of points for each SCADA system.  

SCADA systems’ hardware and licenses have many levels, each level depends on the number of points 

that is being read. For example, a SCADA system for 2 pumps with their sensors and readings is different 

than that of 10 pumps, different than 20 pumps and different than a big WWTP where all the points of 

this station will be connected to the system.  

Answer: lumpsum as per the BoQ description 

*I359, 1360:  

We need to know the I/O list, SCADA requirements, specifications? 

Answer: lumpsum as per the BoQ description 

*I374 to I383, I397 to I403, I411 to 1443:  

We need to know the rated power of the pump or panel, size of contactors, the type of starter panel ( 

VFD, autotransformer, softstarter…). Also, it is stated that changing the PLC is included, we need to know 

the I/O list of the PLC, the number of digital inputs/outputs, number of analogue inputs… 

Answer: lumpsum as per the BoQ description 

*I385, 1391:  

“Supply and installation of PLC Controller”. We need to know the I/O list or the number of digital 

inputs/outputs, number of analogue inputs… 

Answer: lumpsum as per the BoQ description 

*I515 to I579 Generators: changing oils, filters, bearings etc. can be priced, but for the malfunctioning of 

the mechanical or electrical parts this can have many ranges. We need to know what is needed. Is 

generator overhauling included or not ?  

Answer: This item does not include any major works such as overhauling; it should read maintenance 

only. 

*I389: What is the existing control panel? Type ( VFD, autotransformer, softstarter…), power of the 

pump. We need this information so that we can price its replacement. 

Answer: This item is cancelled; please do not price it. 

Query # 2: 

1. The grading points are to be submitted in sequence as mentioned in the RFP, but the bid form and 

the chamber of commerce and bankruptcy are without numbers mentioned, (please inform us what 



numbers can we use for them because you mentioned that (The proposal must follow the same 

sequence; that is Points 1, 2, till the end or the offer will be disqualified). 

Answer: Point 2 technical company profile 

 

2. (Current stock availability of spare parts per type and its annual turnover the last 5 years), do we 

have to submit a letter from our company confirming the availability of spare parts and what do you 

mean by (Per type) or only to submit the annual turnover with stock details on it? 

Answer: yes and for each type of material e.g. sump, submersible, etc 

3. Mapping of the company’s capacity to cope with multiple projects, (can we submit a letter 

confirming that we are able to cope with multiple projects or we have to submit it as drawing? 

Please explain what do you mean by mapping exactly. 

Answer: you have to present your capacity. 

4. Proposed pumps must have positive past performance records within the four Water 

Establishments, (kindly give us more details about this request, if we have to submit a table showing 

the stations and pump types installed to each LWE? Or provide us with what we have to submit 

exactly). 

Answer: yes a table is recommended; also letters from WEs would support your claim. 

5. In Qualification Requirements:  

• Strong financial capacity to fulfil the requirement (multiple and large orders) (Is this item related to the 

Bank letter item 11 or we have to submit a letter from our company)? 

Answer: item 11 is a minimum requirement. 

6. In Methodology for response  

➢  A request for proposal will be processed, requiring a technical proposal and financial proposal per 

project package. (What do you mean by project package, is the BOQ one package or more, if more 

please specify the packages. 

Answer: yes its one package 

Query # 3: 

1. Could you please provide us with information regarding any scheduled sites visits related to this BoQ? 

Answer: no visits planned; this is a bidding for an LTA with no financial commitment on our side. 

2.For items involving actions such as rehabilitation, reinforcement, or repair and considering that the 

associated scope is dependent to a large extent on the status of each site, we kindly request additional 

details such as expected scope to be undertaken along with drawings and photos as well as what should 

be included by Bidder while pricing this item. Answer: as per the BoQ description only. 



3. Concerning items involving actions such as supplies or delivery, we seek confirmation that our scope is 

limited to the descriptions provided. Answer: confirmed; as per the BoQ description only. 

4.Can you please provide the method of measurement which will be adopted for each of the indicated 

items in the BoQ? Answer: as per the BoQ column “unit”. 

5. The BOQ comprises 1290 items, and the tender was initiated on April 24th with a deadline on May 

16th. However, due to the occurrence of holidays such as Orthodox Easter and Labor Day during this 

timeframe, we kindly request an extension for the deadline to accommodate potential delays. 

Answer: Declined 

Query # 4 

Since there are many items that need to be checked on site in order to price them precisely, can we 

make site visits. 

If yes, could you postpone the deadline of the submittals (maybe for around two weeks) so we can have 

time to make the site visits and prepare our proposal. 

Answer: You are free to visit and carry out your own market assessment and studies but no extensions 

will be granted. 

 


